POWERON Google Workspace Foundation
Get up and running on Google Workspace to transform your business solutions
Empower your workforce like never before with Google Workspace. SADA’s POWERON Google Workspace Foundation
provides organizations with a cost-effective, efficient, secure, and customized path to enhanced productivity. Whether
your teams are working from home or at the office, Google’s streamlined tools and real time collaboration features are
designed to drive modern workplace strategies. This innovative service product includes guidance from SADA Deployment
Engineers, Change Managers, and Project Managers who focus on pinpointing your unique business needs, offering
industry-leading technical expertise and change management consultation to help you step up your game.

What to expect?

Key deliverables

POWERON Google Workspace Foundation
consists of 4 milestones over a 90-day
engagement:

Transform your business by migrating the Exchange/
Microsoft 365 data of up to 300 users to Google
Workspace, including:
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Milestone 1: Plan
Evaluation of current technical environment,
business policies, and organizational culture.

/

Admin console setup: Initial setup of the Google
Workspace Admin console per SADA’s best
practices
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Milestone 2: Implement
Deploy as many as 300 users on Google
Workspace over 2 Go Live phases: Core Team/
Early Adopters and Global.

/

Data retention: Google Vault* configured for
managed data retention with a centralized,
searchable archive where you can access data
quickly
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Milestone 3: Adopt
Create awareness and engagement throughout
the project with communications and training
customized for your teams.
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Milestone 4: Stabilize
Monitor the migration and ensure deployment
goals are met. Track success metrics
throughout the project and perform continuous
improvement.

*Dependent on the purchased license SKU
/

Google Cloud virtual machines: Use Google Cloud
machines hosted by SADA to transfer existing
Exchange/Microsoft 365 data to Google Workspace

/

Communication and training plans:
Maximize ROI by empowering employees to fully
unlock the value of Google Workspace through
SADA’s proven change management strategies
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Partner with the best
At SADA, we climb every mountain, clear every hurdle, and turn the improbable into
possible – over and over again. Simply put, we propel your organization forward.
It’s not enough to migrate to the cloud, it’s what you do once you’re there. Accelerating
application development. Advancing productivity and collaboration. Using your data
as a competitive edge. When it comes to Google Cloud, we’re not an add-on, we’re a
must-have, driving the business performance of our clients with its power.
Beyond our expertise and experience, what sets us apart is our people. It’s the spirit
that carried us from scrappy origins as one of the Google Cloud launch partners to an
award-winning global partner year after year. With a client list that spans healthcare,
media and entertainment, retail, manufacturing, public sector and digital natives – we
simply get the job done, every step of the way.

“SADA came to the table, calmed our nerves, and delivered throughout the rollout. The
support that SADA provided during the training sessions was second to none. They were
able to take some of our more reluctant users, answer their questions, demonstrate how
they could use Google Workspace’s tools, and move them through the change process.”
Sarah Green
Director of IT Planning and Programs | Hydro Ottawa

A few of
our clients
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